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Abstract 
Objectives: A priori registration of systematic review protocols in International prospective register of 
systematic reviews (PROSPERO) can help reduce selective reporting of outcomes. Aim of this study was 
to assess the association between registration of orthodontic systematic reviews in PROSPERO and review 
quality with the Assessment of Multiple Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR) tool. 
Study Design and Setting: Seven databases were searched for systematic reviews with/without meta-
analysis in orthodontics published between 2012-2016. After duplicate study selection and data extraction, 
the quality of identified reviews was assessed in duplicate with the AMSTAR tool. Descriptive statistics of 
medians and Interquartile Ranges (IQR) and chi-square/Fisher exact tests were calculated. Uni-
/multivariable linear regression modelling was implemented to assess the effect of review registration on 
%AMSTAR score at α of 5%. 
Results: A total of 182 orthodontic systematic reviews were identified, 37 (20.3%) of which were registered. 
Considerable differences were seen in AMSTAR between registered (median=86.4%; IQR=77.3-95.5%) 
and non-registered reviews (median=72.7%; IQR=59.1-81.8%). After adjustment, registration in 
PROSPERO was associated with an average increase in % AMSTAR score of 6.6% (95% confidence 
interval=1.0-12.3%).  
Conclusions: Although only a small percentage of orthodontic systematic reviews was registered a priori 
in PROSPERO, registered reviews were of higher quality than non-registered reviews. 
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Manuscript 
1. Introduction 
Systematic reviews provide a platform for the critical appraisal and synthesis of the totality of 
clinical evidence pertaining to a specific research question, thereby enabling the formulation of informed 
clinical recommendations [1] and the guidance of future research. The main strengths of systematic reviews 
are founded in the use of pre-defined, transparent, and reproducible methods pertaining to selection, 
extraction, appraisal, and synthesis. However, several types of bias have been documented in various phases 
of the scientific research procedure [2] and systematic reviews are likewise susceptible to many of them. 
Outcome reporting bias is a form of bias occurring, when the choice of outcome reporting is 
influenced by the outcomes’ results, with the scale usually leaning towards studies with statistically 
significant or ‘attractive’ results [3]. Outcome reporting bias might exist in clinical trials with multiple 
measured outcomes, especially if these have not been transparently pre-specified in the trial’s protocol [4,5]. 
Likewise, a comparison between a priori protocols of systematic reviews and the subsequent published 
reports found considerable discrepancies between them, which increased the likelihood of reporting 
statistically significant outcomes [6-9]. Therefore, this was interpreted as signs of outcome reporting bias in 
systematic reviews. 
A priori registration of systematic review protocols enables the reader to check for any outcome 
reporting bias by comparing the outcomes between the protocol and final published article [6-9]. 
Furthermore, a large number of systematic reviews seem to have overlap in terms of eligible interventions, 
settings, and types of studies [10]—something that is deemed as unnecessary duplication or research waste 
and can be theoretically prevented by the a priori registration of the systematic reviews’ protocol in an 
openly accessible receptacle [11-13]. 
The idea of protocol registration was first disseminated in the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement in 2009 [14]. Following this publication, the 
United Kingdom Centre for Reviews and Dissemination developed and launched the international 
prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO) in 2011. The aim of this registry and statement 
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was to minimize reporting bias through transparency in the review process and to potentially reduce 
unplanned duplication of reviews [11]. Although the uptake of PROSPERO by systematic review authors 
has been increasing the last years and more than 24 000 review protocols have been registered up to July 
2017, the effect of PROSPERO registration on the quality of subsequent review publications has been only 
slightly assessed. 
The recent study of Tsujimoto et al. [15] assessed the PROSPERO registration rate of systematic 
reviews published in high-impact medical journals and indicated that only 21% of them had their protocols 
registered, but could not find any evidence of outcome reporting bias or any association with PROSPERO 
registration and citation of the reporting guidelines for systematic reviews. However, no data specific to the 
field of orthodontics was provided, while the inclusion of only high-impact journals might provide an overly 
optimistic image of protocol registration, due to considerable differences of systematic review quality 
according to journal characteristics [16,17]. Finallly, the study of Tsujimoto et al [15] confined its analyses 
to the identification of predictors for review registration, but did not actually appraise the quality of the 
published systematic reviews. To evaluate the quality of systematic reviews, several tools have been 
suggested, with one of the most widely-accepted ones being the Assessment of Multiple Systematic Reviews 
(AMSTAR) tool, which incorporates an 11-item checklist [18]. Therefore, aim of the current study was to 
investigate to which extent registration a priori in PROSPERO of systematic reviews in orthodontics has an 
effect on the review quality and the null hypothesis was that there is no difference in the average AMSTAR 
score between registered and non-registered systematic reviews in orthodontics. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
Electronic search strategies were developed and executed on January 2017 to identify systematic 
reviews relevant to orthodontics without restrictions for publication language or publication status in 
MEDLINE (via PubMed), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Cochrane Database of Abstracts 
of Reviews of Effects, Embase, Scopus, Web of Science, and Virtual Health Library (including 
Bibliografia Brasileira de Odontologia and LILACS) (Appendix 1). As the PROSPERO register was 
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launched in February 2011, we allowed one year for dissemination of the register and included systematic 
reviews from 2012 and on. Eligible for this study were orthodontic systematic reviews with or without meta-
analysis that were either registered in PROSPERO according to their publication text or were non-registered 
and had been published at any kind of scientific journal. We defined as systematic review any publication 
that termed itself as such and used a systematic approach to identify, select, and appraise studies in order to 
answer a research question. As Cochrane Reviews are consistently registered during the protocol stage, they 
were excluded from the present study. Additionally, narrative reviews, clinical, or in vitro studies were 
excluded. Identified reports were screened sequentially by title, abstract, and full text to check for eligibility. 
Extra material included as online appendix in the original articles was acquired, when needed. 
Data to be collected were defined a priori from pilot searching of the literature and discussion 
among the authors, based on previous reports [16,17]. Epidemiological characteristics were based on the 
corresponding author of each article including country, continent, and clinical setting (i.e. university or 
another setting). Additionally, data were extracted on publication year, number of authors, involvement of 
a statistician/epidemiologist, inclusion of multiple centers, funding, publication journal, and on whether the 
systematic review was registered in PROSPERO. The results pertaining to the registration rate of 
orthodontic systematic reviews and possible predictors for registration have been previously reported [19]. 
Quality assessment of included systematic reviews was conducted using the 11-item AMSTAR tool 
[18]. Each of the 11 items (Appendix 2) was assessed using a four-point scale: “Yes”, “Partly”, “No”, and 
“Not applicable”. “Partly” was used in case of partly fulfillment of an item. For example, the fifth item, “A 
list of included and excluded studies should be provided”, was scored as “Partly” if either the included or 
the excluded studies were listed in the publication. Items that might be possibly “not applicable” were 
excluded from the maximum scoring capability of each systematic review. Summary scores were extracted 
by giving one point for each “Yes” and half a point for each “Partly” (instead of just giving only one point 
for each “Yes”) in an attempt to maximize data output and are reported as percentages from the maximum 
points each review could get. 
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Finally, we investigated if PROSPERO registration was associated with specific review 
characteristics pertaining to the completeness of the systematic review procedures, like involvement of a 
statistician or epidemiologist, reporting of the PRISMA statement in the review text, use of the Grading of 
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach, inclusion of a 
flowdiagram showing identification of studies for the review, inclusion of only randomized trials, and 
inclusion of quantitative data synthesis (meta-analysis). 
All study procedures were conducted by two authors (SS, SNP) with any disagreements resolved 
by a third author (TE). The two scoring authors (SS, SNP) were calibrated prior to the actual procedures in 
three sets of 50 papers at a time, until over 90% agreement was seen. Finally, a random set of 50 papers was 
checked afterwards for consistency from both authors. 
For the statistical analysis, initially descriptive statistics were calculated as absolute and relative 
frequencies for categorical outcomes and medians and Interquartile Ranges (IQR) for continuous outcomes, 
after appropriate normality testing. Crude differences in the fulfillment of each AMSTAR item or in review 
methodological traits between registered / non-registered reviews were investigated with chi-square/ Fisher 
exact tests, as appropriate. Radar plots were constructed to depict the % proportion of included systematic 
reviews that fulfilled fully or partly each of the 11 AMSTAR items. Crude differences in the average 
%AMSTAR score between registered / non-registered reviews were investigated with Mann-Whitney tests. 
Furthermore, generalized linear models were used to evaluate the association between registration in 
PROSPERO and %AMSTAR score. Assumptions of linear regression were checked including graphical 
and statistical tests for homoscedasticity of residuals, multicollinearity of predictors, and model 
misspecification (Appendix 3). Results were expressed as unstandardized regression coefficients and the 
corresponding 95% Confidence Intervals (CI). First, bivariable models were constructed for each 
characteristic. Afterwards, all characteristics with P<0.2 [20] in the bivariable model, we entered in a 
multivariable model to calculate net change in %AMSTAR attributed to registration in PROSPERO after 
adjusting for confounding. Additionally, differences in the proportion of reviews fulfilling partly or 
completely each separate AMSTAR criterion were assessed with univariable/multivariable logistic 
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regression and reported as Odd Ratios (OR). All analyses were performed in Stata version 14 (StataCorp 
LP, College Station, TX) with a two-tailed P<0.05 considered as significant. 
 
3. Results 
The electronic search yielded initially a total of 2 141 citations, from which 1 176 citations remained 
for screening after de-duplication (Fig. 1; Appendix 4). After applying the eligibility criteria, a total of 182 
systematic reviews were finally included, which were published between 2012 and 2016 (Table 1). 
The included systematic reviews originated from at least four different continents (Table 1) and 34 
different countries, with the most prolific countries being Brazil (n=27; 14.8%), China (n=24; 13.2%), Italy 
(n=18; 9.9%), and United Kingdom (n=12; 6.6%). The most prolific continent was Europe (n=79; 43.4%) 
and Asia (n=50; 27.5%). From these 182 systematic reviews, the majority had a university affiliation 
(n=170; 93.4%), included four to six authors (n=103; 56.6%), and included more than one research centers 
(n=101; 55.5%). On the other hand, only few systematic reviews included a statistician/epidemiologist 
(n=26; 14.3%) or received funding (n=41; 22.5%). The included systematic reviews were mostly published 
in orthodontic specialty journals (n=94; 51.7%), followed by general dentistry journals (n=58; 31.9%), and 
non-dental journals (n=30; 16.5%). Finally, the identified systematic reviews included between 0 and 377 
primary studies (median of 12 studies per review; interquartile range of 7 to 24 studies per review). Out of 
the 182 identified systematic reviews, only 37 systematic reviews (20.3%) were registered in PROSPERO 
(Table 1). 
Assessment of systematic review quality with the AMSTAR tool indicated that considerable 
variation was seen in the fulfillment of the 11 items of the tool between registered and non-registered 
reviews (Table 2; Fig. 2). Significant improvements for registered reviews compared to non-registered ones 
in terms of partial or complete fulfillment were seen for item 1 (“Was an 'a priori' design provided?”; 97.3% 
to 28.1%, respectively), item 4 (“Was the status of publication used as an inclusion criterion?”; 75.8% to 
61.4%, respectively), item 7 (“Was the scientific quality of the included studies assessed and documented?”; 
100% to 84.8%, respectively), item 8 (“Was the scientific quality of the included studies used appropriately 
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in formulating conclusions?”; 100% to 82.1%, respectively), and item 10 (“Was the likelihood of publication 
bias assessed”; 64.9% to 41.4%, respectively). 
The measured cumulative absolute AMSTAR score across all included reviews (median=6.5; 
IQR=6.5-9.5) was expressed as % percentage of the maximum score (median=77.3%; IQR=59.1-86.4%) 
for the present study. The cumulative %AMSTAR score for each systematic review varied considerably 
between registered (n=37; median=86.4%; IQR=77.3-95.5%) and non-registered reviews (n=145; 
median=72.7%; IQR=59.1-81.8%; P<0.001). The results of the bivariable and multivariable regression 
analyses for the effect of registration in PROSPERO on the quality of systematic review can be seen in 
Table 3. Apart from the factor of PROSPERO registration that was forcibly entered into both models, the 
bivariable analyses indicated publication year, statistician involvement, multicentered review collaboration, 
citation of PRISMA guidelines, reporting of a flowdiagram, use of the GRADE approach, meta-analysis, 
and journal type as possible confounders (Appendix 5), which were entered in the multivariable model. 
Based on this adjusted model, PROSPERO registration was associated with a net increase in %AMSTAR 
score by 6.6% (95% CI=1.0 to 12.3%; P=0.02). Furthermore, increased %AMSTAR scores were associated 
with involvement of a statistician in the review team (net increase of 6.6%), journal category (increase of 
5.3% for reviews published in dental specialty compared to general dental journals), PRISMA citation (net 
increase of 6.2%), use of the GRADE approach (net increase of 11.8%), inclusion of a flowdiagram (net 
increase of 11.7%), and inclusion of meta-analyses (net increase of 9.2%). On the other side, the number of 
included studies seemed to have an inversely proportional relationship with %AMSTAR score (with a net 
decrease of 7.5% for reviews including >30 studies compared to ones including <10 studies). 
Additionally, we investigated if PROSPERO registration was associated with specific 
characteristics pertaining to the completeness of the systematic review procedures (Table 4). Compared to 
non-registered reviews, registered reviews were more likely to cite the PRISMA guidelines (78.4% versus 
51.0%), to use the GRADE approach (40.5% versus 17.9%), to include a flowdiagram (100.0% versus 
89.0%), and to perform meta-analysis (75.78% versus 55.9%). 
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Finally, on the basis of each AMSTAR item separately, PROSPERO registration was associated 
with increased odds of fulfilling at least partly item 1 (“Was an 'a priori' design provided?”) and item 10 
(“Was the likelihood of publication bias assessed?”) (Appendix 6). After controlling for confounders 
(Appendix 7), only item an improvement in 1 remained associated with PROSPERO registration (Appendix 
8). It must be here noted that item 3 (“Was a comprehensive literature search performed?”), item 5 (“Was 
a list of included and excluded studies provided?”), item 6 (“Were the characteristics of the included studies 
provided?”), item 7 (“Was the scientific quality of the included studies assessed and documented?”), and 
item 8 (“Was the scientific quality of the included studies used appropriately in formulating conclusions?”) 
could not be tested statistically, since item fulfillment was perfectly associated with registration. 
 
4. Discussion 
The present study assesses the association between a priori registration of orthodontic systematic 
review protocols in PROSPERO and the quality of the systematic reviews published between 2012-2016 
according to the AMSTAR tool. The results suggest that registration in PROSPERO was associated with 
improvements in 5 out of the 11 AMSTAR items (Table 2) and a net increase in review quality of about 
6.6% (95% CI=1.0-12.3%; Table 3). Additionally, registered reviews were more likely to cite PRISMA, use 
GRADE, include a flowdiagram, and to include meta-analytical synthesis compared to non-registered ones 
(Table 4). 
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the effect of a priori registration of systematic 
review protocols on the review quality of the subsequent published reports in any biomedical field. 
Tsujimoto et al. [15] assessed the registration rate of 284 systematic reviews published in high-impact 
medical journals, but focused on the rate of statistically significant results as a proxy for outcome reporting 
bias and not on overall review quality. The finding that registration in PROSPERO was associated with 
higher review quality might be possibly explained by the fact that a detailed protocol form that delineates 
all review procedures from formulation of a research question to synthesis and dissemination of the results 
has to be completed and submitted to PROSPERO by the review authors. This requires that the review 
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authors have actually invested time to plan all review procedures beforehand and therefore might indirectly 
result in more robust methods. Alternatively, authors with detailed a priori protocols might find it easier to 
fill out and submit their review protocols in PROSPERO. It must be noted here that PROSPERO protocols 
are not checked for completeness and can be submitted with very limited information and as such. For 
example, review registration was not associated with any improvement on item 3 (“Was a comprehensive 
literature search performed?”), even though comprehensiveness of the literature search is a very important 
aspect of systematic reviews. A priori registration of systematic review protocols might enhance 
transparency and minimize outcome reporting bias [5], although a previous study [15] failed to find such 
evidence. Furthermore, a priori registration might help avoid waste of research resources [21,22] due to 
redundant research duplication that might be caused by multiple systematic reviews being produced on the 
same or overlapping subjects. 
Several factors, were associated with %AMSTAR score. Inclusion of a statistician or an 
epidemiologist in the review team was also associated with an increase in %AMSTAR score (Table 3). This 
has been previously reported for both medical [23,24] and orthodontic systematic reviews [16,17] and has 
been associated with higher submission acceptance rates [25]. This could be attributed to modest statistical 
skills of the average clinical medical or orthodontic researchers and students [26,27]. 
Systematic reviews published in orthodontic specialty journals had on average higher %AMSTAR 
scores than systematic reviews published in general dentistry journals (Table 3). This improvement in the 
quality of orthodontic systematic reviews through the later years has been documented [16,17] and might 
be attributed to consistent interest and efforts from orthodontic research groups to promote evidence based 
oral health, as well as editorial initiatives in this direction [28,29]. 
Additionally, the %AMSTAR score was associated with the number of included primary studies in 
the systematic review. Reviews with more than 30 included studies had considerably lower %AMSTAR 
score than reviews with less than 10 included studies (Table 3), which is consistent with previous studies 
[16,24]. This could be explained by stricter methodology and eligibility criteria used by the authors, which 
focus only on less biased designs of orthodontic studies [30] and thereby limit the number of eligible studies. 
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Furthermore, registered systematic reviews were more likely to cite the PRISMA guidelines, to use 
the GRADE approach to grade the quality of evidence, to include a flowdiagram, and to perform meta-
analysis than non-registered reviews. These are methodological traits of systematic reviews that are not 
included in the AMSTAR tool, but are still associated with conduct and reporting completeness for 
systematic reviews. 
However, certain limitations to the approach used in the present study must also be acknowledged. 
First and foremost, the present study assessed the methodological quality of systematic reviews in 
orthodontics with the AMSTAR tool [18] and not the risk of bias of the systematic review with the Risk of 
Bias in Systematic Reviews (ROBIS) tool [31]. This decision was made as the AMSTAR tool exists for a 
longer time, has found widespread use, has been shown to be reliable, and has undergone internal/external 
validation [32,33], unlike the ROBIS tool. Secondarily, some systematic reviews might have been missed 
by our literature search, even though multiple databases were used. Thirdly, we excluded from the present 
investigation Cochrane reviews in orthodontics, since protocol registration is a prerequisite in Cochrane and 
does not come in question. However, this could have influenced the results of the study, since orthodontic 
Cochrane reviews have been shown to be of better quality than non-Cochrane reviews [16,17]. Additionally, 
we extracted the registration status of each systematic review on pertinent statements from within the 
systematic review published papers and did not search PROSPERO ourselves.  Therefore, if a registered 
systematic review didn’t report its registration in the published paper, this was categorized as non-registered. 
Furthermore, observed associations in this study cannot establish a cause and effect relationship, due to the 
study’s cross-sectional nature. Unfortunately, after the present study had been completed a revised 
AMSTAR 2 tool was introduced [34] and therefore it would be interesting to see if present results will be 
confirmed using AMSTAR 2. Finally, the results of the present study are directly applicable to non-
Cochrane orthodontic systematic reviews with or without meta-analysis. They could theoretically be 
transferable to systematic reviews in medicine, since orthodontic reviews had similar if not higher 
%AMSTAR scores compared to medical reviews [24]. 
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5. Conclusions 
A priori registration in PROSPERO of systematic review protocols in orthodontics was found to be 
associated with higher review quality measured with the AMSTAR tool. This bears implications for 
orthodontics and other biomedical fields with relatively deficient a priori registration of systematic review 
protocols in PROSPERO. Editorial initiatives could be implemented to encourage the registration of 
systematic review protocols prior to the actual review procedures in order to enhance methodological 
quality. 
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TABLES 
Table 1. Demographics of included sample of systematic reviews 
Factor Category n % 
 Total 182 100.0% 
    
Publication year 2012 23 12.6% 
 2013 24 13.2% 
 2014 43 23.6% 
 2015 38 20.9% 
 2016 54 29.7% 
    
Country Brazil 27 14.8% 
 Canada 11 6.0% 
 China 24 13.2% 
 Greece 10 5.5% 
 Italy 18 9.9% 
 Netherlands 10 5.5% 
 United Kingdom 12 6.6% 
 Other 70 38.5% 
    
Continent Europe 79 43.4% 
 North America 19 10.4% 
 South America 29 15.9% 
 Asia 50 27.5% 
 Other 5 2.8% 
    
Affiliation University 170 93.4% 
 Other 12 6.6% 
    
Number of authors 1-3 53 29.1% 
 4-6 103 56.6% 
 >6 26 14.3% 
    
Statistician involved No 156 85.7% 
 Yes 26 14.3% 
    
Multicenter review team No 81 44.5% 
 Yes 101 55.5% 
    
Funding received No 141 77.5% 
 Yes 41 22.5% 
    
PRISMA citation No 79 43.4% 
 Yes 103 56.6% 
    
Journal type Dental; orthodontic 94 51.7% 
 Dental; non-orthodontic 58 31.9% 
 Non-dental 30 16.5% 
    
Registered in PROSPERO No 145 79.7% 
 Yes 37 20.3% 
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Table 2. Fulfillment of AMSTAR items according to registration in PROSPERO. Results given as absolute 
and relative column percentages 
  Not registered Registered   
AMSTAR item Answer n (%) n (%) P Test 
Item 1 No 104 (71.7%) 1 (2.6%) <0.001 Fisher 
  Partly 2 (1.4%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 39 (26.7%) 36 (97.3%)    
           
Item 2 No 17 (11.7%) 2 (5.4%) 0.12 Fisher 
  Partly 28 (19.3%) 3 (8.1%)    
  Yes 100 (69.0%) 32 (86.5%)    
           
Item 3 No 3 (2.1%) 0 (0%) 0.45 Fisher 
  Partly 12 (8.3%) 1 (2.7%)    
  Yes 130 (89.7%) 36 (97.3%)    
           
Item 4 No 56 (38.6%) 9 (24.3%) 0.03 x2 
  Partly 21 (14.5%) 2 (5.4%)    
  Yes 68 (46.9%) 26 (70.3%)    
           
Item 5 No 3 (2.1%) 0 (0%) 1.00 Fisher 
  Partly 108 (74.5%) 28 (75.7%)    
  Yes 34 (23.5%) 9 (24.3%)    
           
Item 6 No 2 (1.4%) 0 (0%) 0.63 Fisher 
  Partly 0 (0%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 143 (98.6%) 37 (100.0%)    
           
Item 7 No 22 (15.2%) 0 (0%) 0.005 Fisher 
  Partly 0 (0%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 123 (84.8%) 37 (100%)    
           
Item 8 No 26 (17.9%) 0 (0%) 0.002 Fisher 
  Partly 0 (0%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 119 (82.1%) 37 (100.0%)    
           
Item 9 No 25 (17.2%) 4 (10.8%) 0.65 Fisher 
  Partly 2 (1.4%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 118 (81.4%) 33 (89.2%)    
           
Item 10 No 85 (58.6%) 13 (35.1%) 0.02 Fisher 
  Partly 1 (0.7%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 59 (40.7%) 24 (64.9%)    
           
Item 11 No 49 (33.8%) 13 (35.1%) 0.51 Fisher 
  Partly 0 (0%) 0 (0%)    
  Yes 96 (66.2%) 24 (64.9%)    
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Table 3. Univariable and multivariable regression modelling with % AMSTAR score as the dependent variable 
Factor Category b (95% CI) P 
Univariable    
Registration in PROSPERO No  Referent   
  Yes 15.5 (9.3,21.8) <0.001 
    
Multivariable    
Registration in PROSPERO No  Referent   
  Yes 6.6 (1.0,12.3) 0.02 
        
Publication year Per year -0.1 (-1.8,1.7) 0.94 
        
No of authors (categorized)   0.1 (-3.4,3.6) 0.97 
        
Statistician involved No  Referent   
  Yes 6.6 (0.4,12.8) 0.04 
        
Multicenter author team No  Referent   
  Yes 0.1 (-4.4,4.6) 0.97 
        
Journal category Dental; general  Referent   
  Dental; specialty 5.3 (0.2,10.3) 0.04 
  General medicine 1.0 (-5.7,7.6) 0.78 
        
Number of included studies 1-9  Referent   
  10-19 -2.7 (-7.8,2.5) 0.31 
  20-29 -1.7(-8.1,4.6) 0.60 
  >30 -7.5 (-14.3,-0.6) 0.03 
        
PRISMA citation No  Referent   
  Yes 6.2 (1.4,10.9) 0.01 
        
GRADE use No  Referent   
  Yes 11.8 (6.6,17.0) <0.001 
        
Flowdiagram included No  Referent   
  Yes 11.7 (4.0,19.5) 0.003 
        
Meta-analysis performed No  Referent   
  Yes 9.2 (4.3,14.1) <0.001 
        
Significant results No  Referent   
  Yes 3.7 (-1.3,8.6) 0.14 
Abbreviations: b, unstandardized regression coefficient; CI, confidence interval; 
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Table 4. Differences in methodological characteristics of systematic reviews according to registration status 
    Not registered Registered    
 Characteristic   n (%) n (%) P Test 
Statistician involved No 125 (86.2%) 31 (83.8%) 0.71 x2 
  Yes 20 (13.8%) 6 (16.2%)    
           
PRISMA citation No 71 (49.0%) 8 (21.6%) 0.003 x2 
  Yes 74 (51.0%) 29 (78.4%)    
           
GRADE used No 119 (82.1%) 22 (59.5%) 0.003 x2 
  Yes 26 (17.9%) 15 (40.5%)    
           
Flowdiagram included No 16 (11.0%) 0 (0%) 0.05 Fisher 
  Yes 129 (89.0%) 37 (100.0%)    
           
Included only RCTs No 134 (92.4%) 35 (94.6%) 1.00 Fisher 
  Yes 11 (7.6%) 2 (5.4%)    
           
Meta-analysis performed No 64 (44.1%) 9 (24.3%) 0.03 x2 
  Yes 81 (55.9%) 28 (75.7%)    
Abbreviations: RCT, randomized clinical trial.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Fig. 1. Flowdiagram for the identification and selection of eligible systematic reviews in this study. 
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Fig. 2. Radar plot with the % proportion of included systematic reviews that fulfill fully/partly each AMSTAR Item (It) according to 
registration status. 
 
 
1 
Registration in PROSPERO of systematic review protocols was associated with increased review quality 
APPENDICES 
Appendix A. Literature searches performed in all databases with their hits (search date January 10, 2017). 
Database Search strategy Hits 
MEDLINE (via PubMed) 
www.pubmed.gov 
(orthodon* OR orthognath* OR "dentofacial orthopedics" OR "tooth movement" OR "craniofacial growth" OR "growth 
modification" OR multibracket OR malocclusion OR "fixed appliance" OR cleft* OR "functional appliance") AND 
("meta-analysis")  
593 
Cochrane Database of 
Systematic Reviews 
www.cochranelibrary.com 
(orthodon* OR orthognath* OR "dentofacial orthopedics" OR "tooth movement" OR "craniofacial growth" OR "growth 
modification" OR multibracket OR malocclusion OR "fixed appliance" OR cleft* OR "functional appliance") 
64 
Cochrane Database of Abstracts 
of Reviews of Effects 
www.cochranelibrary.com 
(orthodon* OR orthognath* OR "dentofacial orthopedics" OR "tooth movement" OR "craniofacial growth" OR "growth 
modification" OR multibracket OR malocclusion OR "fixed appliance" OR cleft* OR "functional appliance") 
149 
Embase 
www.embase.com 
orthodon* OR orthognath* OR 'dentofacial orthopedics' OR 'tooth movement'/exp OR 'tooth movement' OR 
'craniofacial growth'/exp OR 'craniofacial growth' OR 'growth modification' OR multibracket OR 'malocclusion'/exp OR 
malocclusion OR 'fixed appliance' OR cleft* OR 'functional appliance' AND ('meta-analysis'/exp OR 'meta-analysis') 
AND [meta analysis]/lim AND [embase]/lim 
415 
Scopus 
www.scopus.com 
(orthodon* OR orthognath* OR "dentofacial orthopedics" OR "tooth movement" OR "craniofacial growth" OR "growth 
modification" OR multibracket OR malocclusion OR "fixed appliance" OR cleft* OR "functional appliance") AND 
("meta-analysis")  
581 
Web of Science 
www.webofknowledge.com 
(orthodon* OR orthognath* OR "dentofacial orthopedics" OR "tooth movement" OR "craniofacial growth" OR "growth 
modification" OR multibracket OR malocclusion OR "fixed appliance" OR cleft* OR "functional appliance") AND 
("meta-analysis")  
317 
Virtual Health Library 
www.bvsalud.org/en/ 
(orthodon* OR orthognath* OR "dentofacial orthopedics" OR "tooth movement" OR "craniofacial growth" OR "growth 
modification" OR multibracket OR malocclusion OR "fixed appliance" OR cleft* OR "functional appliance") AND 
("meta-analysis")  
22 
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Appendix B. The 11 items of the AMSTAR tool used for the quality assessment of included systematic reviews. 
Item Explanation; notes 
1. Was an 'a priori' design provided? 
The research question and inclusion criteria should be established before the conduct of the review; Note: Need to refer to a 
protocol, ethics approval, or pre-determined/a priori published research objectives to score a “yes.”  
2. Was there duplicate study selection 
and data extraction? 
There should be at least two independent data extractors and a consensus procedure for disagreements should be in place; Note: 
2 people do study selection, 2 people do data extraction, consensus process or one person checks the other’s work. 
3. Was a comprehensive literature 
search performed? 
At least two electronic sources should be searched. The report must include years and databases used (e.g., Central, EMBASE, 
and MEDLINE). Key words and/or MESH terms must be stated and where feasible the search strategy should be provided. All 
searches should be supplemented by consulting current contents, reviews, textbooks, specialized registers, or experts in the 
particular field of study, and by reviewing the references in the studies found; Note: If at least 2 sources + one supplementary 
strategy used, select “yes” (Cochrane register/Central counts as 2 sources; a grey literature search counts as supplementary). 
4. Was the status of publication (i.e. 
grey literature) used as an inclusion 
criterion? 
The authors should state that they searched for reports regardless of their publication type. The authors should state whether or 
not they excluded any reports (from the systematic review), based on their publication status, language etc; Note: If review 
indicates that there was a search for “grey literature” or “unpublished literature,” indicate “yes.” SINGLE database, dissertations, 
conference proceedings, and trial registries are all considered grey for this purpose. If searching a source that contains both grey 
and non-grey, must specify that they were searching for grey/unpublished lit.   
5. Was a list of studies (included and 
excluded) provided? 
A list of included and excluded studies should be provided; Note: Acceptable if the excluded studies are referenced. If there is an 
electronic link to the list but the link is dead, select “no.” 
6. Were the characteristics of the 
included studies provided? 
In an aggregated form such as a table, data from the original studies should be provided on the participants, interventions and 
outcomes. The ranges of characteristics in all the studies analyzed e.g., age, race, sex, relevant socioeconomic data, disease 
status, duration, severity, or other diseases should be reported; Note: Acceptable if not in table format as long as they are 
described as above. 
7. Was the scientific quality of the 
included studies assessed and 
documented? 
A priori' methods of assessment should be provided (e.g., for effectiveness studies if the author(s) chose to include only 
randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled studies, or allocation concealment as inclusion criteria); for other types of studies 
alternative items will be relevant; Note: Can include use of a quality scoring tool or checklist, e.g., Jadad scale, risk of bias, 
sensitivity analysis, etc., or a description of quality items, with some kind of result for EACH study (“low” or “high” is fine, as long as 
it is clear which studies scored “low” and which scored “high”; a summary score/range for all studies is not acceptable).  
8. Was the scientific quality of the 
included studies used appropriately in 
formulating conclusions? 
The results of the methodological rigor and scientific quality should be considered in the analysis and the conclusions of the 
review, and explicitly stated in formulating recommendations; Note: Might say something such as “the results should be interpreted 
with caution due to poor quality of included studies.” Cannot score “yes” for this question if scored “no” for question 7.  
9. Were the methods used to 
combine the findings of studies 
appropriate? 
For the pooled results, a test should be done to ensure the studies were combinable, to assess their homogeneity (i.e., Chi-
squared test for homogeneity, I2). If heterogeneity exists a random effects model should be used and/or the clinical 
appropriateness of combining should be taken into consideration (i.e., is it sensible to combine?); Note: Indicate “yes” if they 
mention or describe heterogeneity, i.e., if they explain that they cannot pool because of heterogeneity/variability between 
interventions. 
10. Was the likelihood of publication 
bias assessed? 
An assessment of publication bias should include a combination of graphical aids (e.g., funnel plot, other available tests) and/or 
statistical tests (e.g., Egger regression test, Hedges-Olken); Note: If no test values or funnel plot included, score “no”. Score “yes” 
if mentions that publication bias could not be assessed because there were fewer than 10 included studies. 
11. Was the conflict of interest 
included? 
Potential sources of support should be clearly acknowledged in both the systematic review and the included studies; Note: To get 
a “yes,” must indicate source of funding or support for the systematic review AND for each of the included studies. 
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Appendix C. Additional details for the statistical analysis. 
-Variables ‘country of origin’ and ‘geographical continent’: countries with less than 10 systematic 
reviews and continents with less than 5 systematic reviews were collapsed into an ‘Other’ 
category. This was decided post hoc to enable more effective data presentation. From these two 
variable, only the ‘geographical continent’ variable was used in the regression models. 
-Assumptions for the linear regression modelling were checked with the commands “estat 
imtest, white”, “ovtest”, “linktest”, “vif”, “predict e, resid”, and “kdensity e, normal”. This was 
planned a priori in the study protocol. 
-The variables ‘number of authors per review’ and ‘number of included primary studies per 
review’ were transformed from continuous to categorical variables (1-3 authors; 4-6 authors; >6 
authors / 1-9 studies; 10-19 studies; 20-29 studies; >30 studies) to relieve extreme data 
skewness. This was decided post hoc after inspection of graphs from the “avplots” command. 
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Appendix D. List of studies excluded/included in this assessment. 
No Paper Exclusion reason* 
1 
Bergstrand F, Twetman S. Evidence for the efficacy of various methods of treating white-spot lesions after debonding of fixed orthodontic appliances. 
Journal of clinical orthodontics : JCO. 2003;37(1):19-21. 
Mising fulltext 
2 
Chen Y, Shu WN, He DQ. Effectiveness and safety of power chain versus nickel titanium coil springs in closing dental extraction space: A meta-analysis. 
Chinese Journal of Evidence-Based Medicine. 2012;12(11):1391-5. 
Mising fulltext 
3 
Dai ML, Xiao M, Yu Z, Liu DX. [Effect of extraction and non-extraction treatment on frontal smiling esthetics: a meta-analysis]. Shanghai kou qiang yi xue = 
Shanghai journal of stomatology. 2015;24(4):499-504. 
Mising fulltext 
4 
Ge ZL, Jiao X, Tian JH, Yang KH. Clinical effectiveness of vacuum-formed versus Hawley retainers: A systematic review. Chinese Journal of Evidence-
Based Medicine. 2012;12(5):596-601. 
Mising fulltext 
5 
Gerke B, Hiersche M, Jones J, Lewis P, Martin M. The effect of the timing of hard palate repair on maxillary growth in the patient with a unilateral cleft 
lipand palate: A systematic review. Journal of Investigative Medicine. 2014;62(1):168. 
Mising fulltext 
6 
Huo Y, He H, Guo Y, Hua F. Efficacy of low-level diode laser therapy on orthodontic pain management: A systematic review and meta-analysis. Medical 
Journal of Wuhan University. 2016;37(3):506-11. 
Mising fulltext 
7 
Jiao X, Tian J, Yang K, Ge Z. Clinical effectiveness of vacuum-formed versus Hawley retainers: a systematic review. Chinese Journal of Evidence-Based 
Medicine. 2012; 12(5):[596-601 pp.]. 
Mising fulltext 
8 
Liu ZP, Chen TT, Li GF, Jiang SC, Zou SJ. Meta analysis of soft tissue profile repair in patients treated with and without premolar extraction. Journal of 
Clinical Rehabilitative Tissue Engineering Research. 2010;14(2):237-9. 
Mising fulltext 
9 
Poletti L, Monti B, Esposito L, Farronato G. Effectiveness of functional appliances in class II malocclusion treatment. Part i. Mondo Ortodontico. 
2012;37(5):142-51. 
Mising fulltext 
10 
Poletti L, Tripodi SM, Esposito L, Farronato G. Effectiveness of functional appliances in association with extraoral traction in class II malocclusion 
treatment. Part II. Mondo Ortodontico. 2012;37(5):152-8. 
Mising fulltext 
11 Poyak J. Effects of pacifiers on early oral development. International journal of orthodontics (Milwaukee, Wis). 2006;17(4):13-6. Mising fulltext 
12 
Sonwane S, Shweta RK, Kumar BS, Shett RGK. Chronic congenital systemic disorder- a hurdle in orthodontic treatment plans: Meta analysis. 
International Journal of Medical Research & Health Sciences. 2016;5(6):239-47. 
Mising fulltext 
13 Torlaschi R. Orthodontics and periodontics: A meta-analysis. Giornale dell'Odontoiatra. 2008;25(13):23. Mising fulltext 
14 
Wang M, Guo Y, Jiang H. Effectiveness of topical fluoride on prevention of enamel demineralization during the orthodontic treatment in China: A 
systematic review. Chinese Journal of Evidence-Based Medicine. 2013;13(7):875-84. 
Mising fulltext 
15 
Zhang DP, Liu J, Liu Y, Sun N, Yi JC. [Influence of self-ligating and conventional brackets on dental arch width in non-extraction treatment: a meta 
analysis]. Shanghai kou qiang yi xue = Shanghai journal of stomatology. 2014;23(3):367-72. 
Mising fulltext 
16 
Zhuge XQ, Zheng Q, Xu X. Meta-analysis of curative effect of distraction osteogenesis surgery on craniofacial deformity secondary to cleft lip and palate. 
Journal of Clinical Rehabilitative Tissue Engineering Research. 2010;14(7):1162-5. 
Mising fulltext 
17 Abdallah MN, Flores-Mir C. Are interventions for accelerating orthodontic tooth movement effective? Evidence-based dentistry. 2014;15(4):116-7. Not relevant to the study 
18 
Al-Jewair TS, Gaffar BO, Flores-Mir C. Quality assessment of systematic reviews on the efficacy of oral appliance therapy for adult and pediatric sleep-
disordered breathing. Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine. 2016;12(8):1175-83. 
Not relevant to the study 
19 
Allareddy V, Lee MK, Shah A, Elangovan S, Lin CY. Association between study design and citation counts of articles published in the American Journal of 
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics and Angle Orthodontist. Orthodontics : the art and practice of dentofacial enhancement. 2012;13(1):184-91. 
Not relevant to the study 
20 
Al-Riyami S, Moles DR, Cunningham SJ. Orthognathic treatment and temporomandibular disorders: A systematic review. Part 1. A new quality-
assessment technique and analysis of study characteristics and classifications. Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 2009;136(5):624.e1-.e15. 
Not relevant to the study 
21 
BeGole EA, Sadowsky C. Methodologies for evaluating long-term stability of dental relationships after orthodontic treatment. Seminars in orthodontics. 
1999;5(3):142-50. 
Not relevant to the study 
22 
Birchler FA, Kiliaridis S, Combescure C, Vazquez L. Dental age assessment on panoramic radiographs in a Swiss population: a validation study of two 
prediction models. Dento maxillo facial radiology. 2016;45(1):20150137. 
Not relevant to the study 
23 
Böhmer AC, Ludwig KU, Knapp M, Steegers-Theunissen RP, Rubini M, Mossey PA, et al. Replication of genome-wide significant susceptibility factors for 
nonsyndromic cleft lip with or without cleft palate in a European population: Support for 1p36, 1p22.1 and 20q12. Medizinische Genetik. 2013;25(1):142. 
Not relevant to the study 
24 
Böhmer AC, Nagarajan B, Ishorst N, Knapp M, Cotney JL, Nöthen MM, et al. Nonsyndromic cleft lip and palate: Identification of a causal element at 
13Q31. Medizinische Genetik. 2016;28(1):100. 
Not relevant to the study 
25 Bondemark L, Ruf S. Randomized controlled trial: the gold standard or an unobtainable fallacy? Eur J Orthod 2015;37(5):457-61. Not relevant to the study 
26 Bonito AJ, Lux L, Lohr KN. Authors' response [2]. Journal of periodontology. 2006;77(2):323-4. Not relevant to the study 
27 
Boonacker CWB, Rovers MM, Browning GG, Hoes AW, Schilder AGM, Burton MJ. Background and introduction. Health Technology Assessment. 
2014;18(5):1-+. 
Not relevant to the study 
28 
Bortolus R, Blom F, Filippini F, van Poppel MN, Leoncini E, de Smit DJ, et al. Prevention of congenital malformations and other adverse pregnancy 
outcomes with 4.0 mg of folic acid: community-based randomized clinical trial in Italy and the Netherlands. BMC pregnancy and childbirth. 2014;14:166. 
Not relevant to the study 
29 
Bykowski MR, Naran S, Winger DF, Losee JE. Abstract 116: the rate of oronasal fistula formation following primary cleft palate surgery: a meta-analysis. 
Plastic and reconstructive surgery. 2014;133(3 Suppl):132-3. 
Not relevant to the study 
30 Chia M. Evidence not strong enough to advocate powered toothbrushes over manual for orthodontic patients. Evidence-based dentistry. 2008;9(3):78. Not relevant to the study 
31 Cobourne MT. Finding the evidence is all in the methodology. J Orthod 2014;41(3):165-6. Not relevant to the study 
32 
Cunningham Jr LL, Dodson TB, Feinberg SE, Le AD, Wohlford ME, Zuniga JR. 2007 Research Summit: At the Forefront of Innovation. Journal of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery. 2008;66(2):215-22. 
Not relevant to the study 
33 
Danda AK. Re: Effectiveness of Postoperative Antibiotics in Orthognathic Surgery: A Meta-Analysis, by Danda and Ravi Response. Journal of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery. 2012;70(9):2024-5. 
Not relevant to the study 
34 
D'Anto V, Bucci R, Franchi L, Rongo R, Michelotti A, Martina R. Class II functional orthopaedic treatment: a systematic review of systematic reviews. 
Journal of oral rehabilitation. 2015;42(8):624-42. 
Not relevant to the study 
35 
Dawson KH, Chigurupati R. Fixation of mandibular fractures: a tincture of science. Annals of the Royal Australasian College of Dental Surgeons. 
2002;16:118-22. 
Not relevant to the study 
36 
De Vries N, Den Herder C, Hessel NS, Hoekema A. Treatment of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome in adults [7] (multiple letters). Nederlands Tijdschrift 
voor Geneeskunde. 2004;148(5):250-1. 
Not relevant to the study 
37 Dodson T. Efficacy of biodegradable osteofixation devices in oral and maxillofacial surgery remains inconclusive. Evidence-based dentistry. 2007;8(2):44. Not relevant to the study 
38 Dodson TB. Corticosteroid administration in oral and orthognathic surgery. Evidence-based dentistry. 2011;12(2):49-50. Not relevant to the study 
39 
Elkhadem A, Orabi N. Weak evidence suggests higher risk for bracket bonding failure with self-etch primer compared to conventional acid etch over 12 
months. Evidence-based dentistry. 2013;14(2):52-3. 
Not relevant to the study 
40 Elkhadem A. Large overjet may double the risk of dental trauma. Evidence-based dentistry. 2015;16(2):56. Not relevant to the study 
41 Espahbod C, Veitz-Keenan A. Tranexamic acid reduces intraoperative blood loss in orthognathic surgery. Evidence-based dentistry. 2014;15(2):63. Not relevant to the study 
42 Fleming PS, DiBiase AT. Systematic reviews in orthodontics: what have we learned? International dental journal. 2008;58(1):10-4. Not relevant to the study 
43 
Fleming PS, Johal A, Pandis N. The effectiveness of laceback ligatures during initial orthodontic alignment: a systematic review and meta-analysis Reply. 
Eur J Orthod 2013;35(4):548-50. 
Not relevant to the study 
44 
Fleming PS, Koletsi D, Pandis N. Blinded by PRISMA: are systematic reviewers focusing on PRISMA and ignoring other guidelines? PloS one. 
2014;9(5):e96407. 
Not relevant to the study 
45 
Fleming PS, Koletsi D, Seehra J, Pandis N. Systematic reviews published in higher impact clinical journals were of higher quality. Journal of clinical 
epidemiology. 2014;67(7):754-9. 
Not relevant to the study 
46 
Fleming PS, Seehra J, Polychronopoulou A, Fedorowicz Z, Pandis N. Cochrane and non-Cochrane systematic reviews in leading orthodontic journals: a 
quality paradigm? Eur J Orthod 2013;35(2):244-8. 
Not relevant to the study 
47 Fleming PS. Accelerating orthodontic tooth movement using surgical and non-surgical approaches. Evidence-based dentistry. 2014;15(4):114-5. Not relevant to the study 
48 
Fleming PS. Limited evidence suggests no difference in orthodontic attachment failure rates with the acid-etch technique and self-etch primers. Evidence-
based dentistry. 2014;15(2):48-9. 
Not relevant to the study 
49 
Flores-Mir C, Major MP, Major PW. Search and selection methodology of systematic reviews in orthodontics (2000-2004). Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 
2006;130(2):214-7. 
Not relevant to the study 
50 Flores-Mir C. Bonded molar tubes associated with higher failure rate than molar bands. Evidence-based dentistry. 2011;12(3):84. Not relevant to the study 
51 Flores-Mir C. Little evidence to guide initial arch wire choice for fixed appliance therapy. Evidence-based dentistry. 2014;15(4):112-3. Not relevant to the study 
52 Flores-Mir C. No reliable evidence to guide initial arch wire choice for fixed appliance therapy. Evidence-based dentistry. 2013;14(4):114-5. Not relevant to the study 
5 
53 
Fox N, Ross Segal G, Schiffman PH, Tuncay OC. Longer orthodontic treatment may result in greater external apical root resorption: What are the 
treatment-related aetiological factors of external apical root resorption of the maxillary incisor? Evidence-based dentistry. 2005;6(1):21. 
Not relevant to the study 
54 Fox N. Longer orthodontic treatment may result in greater external apical root resorption. Evidence-based dentistry. 2005;6(1):21. Not relevant to the study 
55 
Fricton J. Current evidence providing clarity in management of temporomandibular disorders: summary of a systematic review of randomized clinical trials 
for intra-oral appliances and occlusal therapies. The journal of evidence-based dental practice. 2006;6(1):48-52. 
Not relevant to the study 
56 
Fricton JR, Ouyang W, Nixdorf DR, Schiffman EL, Velly AM, Look JO. Critical appraisal of methods used in randomized controlled trials of treatments for 
temporomandibular disorders. Journal of orofacial pain. 2010;24(2):139-51. 
Not relevant to the study 
57 Gioka C, Eliades T. Materials-induced variation in the torque expression of preadjusted appliances. Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop 2004;125(3):323-8. Not relevant to the study 
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Appendix E. Univariable regression models with %AMSTAR as dependent variable to choose covariables for the 
multivariable model of Table 3. 
 Covariate P 
Entered in 
multivariable model 
Publication year 0.02 Yes 
     
Continent 0.99 No 
     
Affiliation 0.42 No 
     
Number of authors (categorized) 0.09 Yes 
     
Inclusion of statistician 0.02 Yes 
     
Multicenter 0.03 Yes 
     
Funding 0.70 No 
     
Journal category 0.03 Yes 
     
Design of included studies 0.78 No 
     
Number of included studies (categorized) 0.04 Yes 
     
Adherence to PRISMA <0.001 Yes 
     
Use of GRADE <0.001 Yes 
     
Inclusion of flowdiagram <0.001 Yes 
     
Conduct of meta-analysis <0.001 Yes 
     
Statistical significance of results 0.002 Yes 
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Appendix F. Univariable logistic regression with partial/complete fulfillment of each AMSTAR item as 
dependent variable and registration in PROSPERO as independent variable. 
Factor Category OR (95% CI) P 
Item  1 Not registered Referent  
 Registered 91.32 (12.12,688.10) <0.001 
    
Item  2 Not registered Referent  
 Registered 2.32 (0.51,10.54) 0.27 
    
Item  3 Not registered Referent  
 Registered NC*  
    
Item  4 Not registered Referent  
 Registered 1.96 (0.86,4.45) 0.11 
    
Item  5 Not registered Referent  
 Registered NC*  
    
Item  6 Not registered Referent  
 Registered NC*  
    
Item  7 Not registered Referent  
 Registered NC*  
    
Item  8 Not registered Referent  
 Registered NC*  
    
Item  9 Not registered Referent  
 Registered 1.72 (0.56,5.29) 0.35 
    
Item  10 Not registered Referent  
 Registered 2.62 (1.23,5.55) 0.01 
    
Item  11 Not registered Referent  
 Registered 0.94 (0.44,2.01) 0.88 
CI, confidence interval; NC*, not calculable, as registration perfectly predicts item fulfillment; OR, odds ratio. 
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Appendix G. Selection of confounders to be entered in the multivariable model. Separate univariable logistic 
regressions with partial/complete fulfillment of each AMSTAR item as dependent variable and each 
independent variable are run and variables with P<0.20 are entered in the multivariable model. 
 
P value from univariable model to item fulfillment 
Variable Item 1 Item 2 Item 4 Item 9 Item 10 Item 11 
Publication year 0.01 0.38 0.17 0.03 0.003 0.31 
        
Continent 0.02 0.12 0.98 0.07 0.23 0.13 
        
Affiliation 0.96 0.81 0.86 NC 0.36 0.21 
        
Number of authors (categorized) 0.21 0.23 0.30 0.30 0.21 0.10 
        
Inclusion of statistician 0.09 0.84 0.07 0.23 0.04 0.70 
        
Multicenter 0.11 0.22 0.74 0.66 0.91 0.17 
        
Funding 0.06 0.32 0.90 0.48 0.28 0.03 
        
Journal category 0.08 0.83 0.02 0.05 0.38 0.004 
        
Design of included studies 0.77 0.74 0.33 0.41 1.00 0.73 
        
Number of included studies (categorized) 0.64 0.03 0.09 0.15 0.98 0.33 
        
Adherence to PRISMA <0.001 0.03 0.02 0.17 0.05 0.77 
        
Use of GRADE <0.001 0.19 0.001 0.04 <0.001 0.45 
        
Inclusion of flowdiagram 0.02 0.001 0.007 0.31 0.47 0.76 
        
Conduct of meta-analysis 0.001 0.50 0.01 <0.001 <0.001 0.32 
        
Statistical significance of results 0.09 0.66 0.28 0.01 0.009 0.80 
GRADE, Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation; NC, not calculable; 
PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis.  
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Appendix H. Multivariable logistic regression with partial/complete fulfillment of each AMSTAR item as dependent variable and registration in 
PROSPERO & confounders from Appendix G as independent variables. 
 Item  1 Item  2 Item  4 Item  9 Item  10 Item  11 
 
OR 
(95% CI) 
P 
OR 
(95% CI) 
P 
OR 
(95% CI) 
P 
OR 
(95% CI) 
P 
OR 
(95% CI) 
P 
OR 
(95% CI) 
P 
Entered factor             
Not registered Ref            
Registered 
64.92 
(8.00,527.03) 
<0.001 
1.04 
(0.20,5.46) 
0.97 
0.80 
(0.30,2.12) 
0.66 
0.45 
(0.10,1.97) 
0.29 
1.23 
(0.50,3.00) 
0.65 
1.11 
(0.49,2.50) 
0.80 
             
Confounders             
Publication year 
1.13 
(0.82,1.57) 
0.46 NT - 
1.05 
(0.80,1.38) 
0.70 
1.18 
(0.80,1.74) 
0.39 
1.13 
(0.86,1.49) 
0.38 NT - 
Continent 
0.91 
(0.64,1.31) 
0.62 
1.60 
(1.02,2.49) 
0.04 NT - 
1.31 
(0.85,2.02) 
0.22 NT - 
1.08 
(0.84,1.40) 
0.54 
Number of authors 
(categorized) 
NT - NT  NT - NT - NT - 
1.24 
(0.72,2.12) 
0.44 
Inclusion of statistician 
1.86 
(0.59,5.86) 
0.29 NT - 
2.04 
(0.68,6.15) 
0.21 NT - 
2.92 
(1.03,8.22) 
0.04 NT - 
Multicenter 
1.15 
(0.48,2.72) 
0.76 NT - NT - NT - NT - 
1.80 
(0.92,3.53) 
0.09 
Funding 
0.37 
(0.12,1.14) 
0.08 NT - NT - NT - NT - 
2.14 
(0.86,5.32) 
0.10 
Journal category 
0.61 
(0.33,1.14) 
0.12 NT - 
0.59 
(0.37,0.94) 
0.03 
0.52 
(0.26,1.05) 
0.07 NT - 
2.05 
(1.24,3.37) 
0.005 
Number of included 
studies (categorized) 
NT - 
0.99 
(0.97,1.00) 
0.06 
0.99 
(0.98,1.01) 
0.22 
1.00 
(0.98,1.01) 
0.55 NT - NT - 
Adherence to PRISMA 
1.66 
(0.66,4.19) 
0.29 
2.64 
(0.80,8.68) 
0.11 
1.63 
(0.79,3.40) 
0.19 
1.89 
(0.68,5.21) 
0.22 
1.67 
(0.79,3.54) 
0.18 NT - 
Use of GRADE 
4.08 
(1.49,11.16) 
0.006 
4.84 
(0.63,37.04) 
0.13 
5.50 
(1.80,16.84) 
0.003 
6.43 
(1.17,35.34) 
0.03 
4.20 
(1.69,10.41) 
0.002 NT - 
Inclusion of flowdiagram 
2.28 
(0.38,13.60) 
0.37 
4.22 
(0.14,3.21) 
0.04 
2.90 
(0.81,10.32) 
0.10 NT - NT - NT - 
Conduct of meta-
analysis 
4.37 
(1.54,12.36) 
0.005 NT - 
2.11 
(1.03,4.32) 
0.04 
7.21 
(2.21,23.57) 
0.001 
7.10 
(3.03,16.64) 
<0.001 NT - 
Statistical significance of 
results 
0.92 
(0.35,2.44) 
0.87 NT - NT - 
1.40 
(0.52,3.76) 
0.51 
1.20 
(0.52,2.77) 
0.67 NT - 
CI, confidence interval; GRADE, Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation; NT, not tested; OR, odds ratio; 
PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis; PROPSERO, international prospective register of systematic 
reviews. 
 
 
Registration in PROSPERO of systematic review protocols was associated with 
increased review quality 
 
What is new? 
Key findings 
 Registration of systematic review protocols is associated with slightly increased review quality 
 Registered systematic reviews were more likely to possess favorable methodological 
characteristics 
 
What this study adds to what was known? 
 Registration of systematic review protocols has been suggested up to now as a means of avoiding 
duplication, enhancing the transparency of review procedures, and minimizing selective reporting. 
 However, registration of the review protocol might be additionally associated with higher review 
quality and favorable methodological characteristics of the review. 
 
What is the implication and what should change now? 
 Systematic review authors are advised to register the review protocols in PROSPERO a priori. 
